Phospholipase D prevents apoptosis in v-Src-transformed rat fibroblasts and MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells.
Phospholipase D (PLD) activity is elevated in response to mitogenic and oncogenic signals. PLD also cooperates with overexpressed tyrosine kinases to transform rat fibroblasts. 3Y1 rat fibroblasts overexpressing the tyrosine kinase c-Src undergo apoptosis in response to serum withdrawal. We report here that elevated expression of either PLD1 or PLD2 in these cells prevents apoptosis induced by serum withdrawal. 3Y1 cells transformed by the activated tyrosine kinase v-Src have elevated PLD activity and are resistant to apoptosis induced by serum withdrawal. However, if PLD activity is blocked, the v-Src-transformed cells underwent apoptosis. MDA-MB-231 cells are a human breast cancer cell line with substantially elevated levels of PLD activity. Inhibiting PLD activity in these cells similarly rendered them sensitive to the apoptotic insult of serum withdrawal. These data indicate that elevated PLD activity generates a survival signal(s) allowing cells to overcome default apoptosis programs.